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ABSTR.4CT 
Let U, be the algebra of n x n matrices over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero. Let f(x) be a polynomial over IF with at least two distinct roots. 
Then all nonsingular linear maps L : it&-i%& chat map matrix roots of F(F(x~~ =0 into 
matrix roots of f(x) = 0 are found. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A& be the algebra of n x n matrices over a field IF. Problems of the 
following type have been of interest to several authors: let ‘V be an algebraic 
subset of A-&; then the form of all linear maps L: M,+M,, that map “V-into 7’ 
is to be found. For example here are results for {X : det X -0) by 
DieudonnC [l], for {X : rankX < 1) !~y Maryus and Moyls [2], and for ‘-V one 
of various linear groups by Pierce and Botta [3] and Dixon [4]. A natural 
problem of this type is to take ‘v = ( x’ : f(X) = 0} where f(x) is a polynomial 
over the field IF. In the case f(x) = (x - @, n > 2, this has recently been done 
by Botta, Pierce, and Watkins [5]. The purpose of this paper is to prove a 
result complementary to theirs: to characterize all nonsingular L that pre- 
serve ?r= {X : f(X) = 0) where f(x) has at least two distinct roots. The main 
tool is the elementary theory of linear algebraic groups; by using the action 
of GL,,(ff) on ‘v by conjugation, information about the geometry of ‘V can 
be found easily. 
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NOTATION, AND THT: STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
The following notation will be used. 
IF is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 191, is the algebra of 
n x n matrices over [F. GL,(IF) is the grot*p of units of K. If A is in ,!!“, then: 
C(A)={XEM,,:AX=XA}. 
S(A)={SAS%SEGL,(~~)). 
tr(A) = trace of A. 
mini,(x) =minimum polynomial of A. 
A t = transpose of A. 
V(f(x))={X EM,.,:f(X)=O}, wheref(x) is a polynomial over IF. 
TBozL = tangent space to the variety 4!L at the point B. 
All topological terms will refer to_the Zariski topology on M,. The closure 
of ‘4% in M, will be denoted by %. I have followed the terminology of 
Humphreys [6] in &e naming of all geometric objects. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(x) be a polynmniul over IF with at least two distinct 
roots, and L : M,,+M, (n > 3) is a nonsingular linear map so that Lv( f( r)) 
c ‘Y( fx)); then for scnm S EGL,(IF) eather 
L(X) = sxs --l, 
or 
L(X)= sx?? -l, 
or fm some I Sz 0, k 2 2, g(x) E lF[x], we huue f(x) = dg(#), and for some kth 
root of unity w, L has one of the two fmm 
L(X)=osxs-’ 
I-03 =osxts -l.
REUKS. (1) For n = 2 there is another class of linear maps that 
preserve v(f(x)). If f(x)=x’g(x?), I 2 0, k > 1, and w is a k& root of unity, 
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then 
L(x)=‘o[ - sxs-‘+tr(X)z] and L(X)=w[ -SXS-‘+tr(X)Z] 
both map v( f( x)) onto 1;7 f(x)). For o = 1 these both have the surprising 
property that X is similar to L(X) for all X, and L(X) = - X + tr( X) Z is even 
unitarily similar X for all X. 
(2) The requirement that L be nonsingular is needed, for if f(x) = x);(x), 
then any linear map of M,, into the strictly upper triangular matrices maps 
V(f(x)) into Y(f(x)); h owever, I conjecture that if f(x) does not have 0 as a 
root, then L?T( f( x)) C V( f(x)) implies L is nonsingular. 
Proof of the theorem. First LV(f(x))~V(f(x)) implies L?T(f(x))= 
V(f(x)). This follows from the more general fact that if 6?, e’ are closed 
subsets of Ati,, that are isomorphic as varieties, and L(? c C?‘, then ?_,? = e’. 
Let (z=QJ*.* lJ%, ~‘=~l_J**+ u (?i be the decompositions of (? and 
c ’ into irreducible components, where we may suppose that G is an 
irreducible component of e of maximal dimension. L is a homeomorphism of 
M,,, and & is closed in M,,, so LC’, is a closed irreducible subset of (? ‘, and is 
therefore a subset of some xxzducible component, say (?i, of e’. The 
maximality of the dimension of ($ forces dim ek = dim Lek =dim ei and 
yields L& = 6?i. The statement now follows from an induction on the 
number of irreducible components of (?. 115 
The group GL,(iF) is a connected algebraic group, and GL,(F) acts 
morphically on M,, by conjugation, i.e. (S,X)t-+SXS -I, where S EGL,(F), 
X E M,. If A EM,, then the orbit of A under this action is the similarity class 
s (A) defined above. The following lemma summarizes what we need from 
algebraic group theory. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) For all A in M,,, S(A) is an irreducible locally closed (i.e. the 
intersection of an open and a closed subset of M,.,) subwriety of M,,. The 
closure S (A) is also irreducible, and the set of simple (i.e. smooth) points of 
s(A) i.s S (A), which is therefore a dense open subset of S(A). 
(b) The boundary S (A)\S (A) of S(A) is c1 finite u&n of other orbits 
s (B,), i E I, Z a finite index set. 
(c) The tangentspace to S(A) at BES(A) is T’S(A)={XB-BX:XE 
M,}, thus the dimiOn of S (A) is n2- dimC(A). 
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Proof All but part c follows from known results on the actions of 
connected growps on varieties; see [6, pp. 58-G’]. 
To compute the tangent space at B, just n&e that any line tangent to 
5 (A) at B must agree up to first order terms with the rational curve 
tw(Z+ tS)B(Z+ tS) -I for some S E w, hence the tangent vector% are the 
elements of M,, of the form 
$(z+tS)B(z+ts)-l~ =SB-BS, 
t-0 
as claimed. Therefore TsS (A) is the image of the linear map defined on M, 
by XHXB - BX, and this map has kernel C(B); but B is similar to A, so 
dim C(B) = dim C(A) and the statement on the dimension of 5 (A) folIows. 5 
A matrix A E M,, is sernisimpZe if and only if A is similar to a diagonal 
matrix, i.e. if and only if the roots of the minimum polynomial of A are 
distinct. 
LEMMA 2. For A E M,,, S(A) is closed in M, if and only if A is 
semisimple. 
Proof. First suppose A is semisimple with minimum polynomial f(x) = (x 
-al)* . * (X-Q). Because ~~,...,a~ are distinct there are polynomials 
fi,...,fk with f;(u1)=8,,. For any B in M,, with f(B)=O, trf,(B) is the 
dimension of the space of eigenvectors of B corresponding to the eigenvalue 
Ui. Therefore X EM, is in S (A) if and only if f(X) =O and trf,(X) - trf,(A) = 
0 for i=l,2,..., k, so that s(A) can be defined as the zeros of a set of 
polynomials and is therefore closed. 
Conversely, if A is not semisimple, then A is of the form A = A,+ N, 
where A, is semisimple, N is nilpotent, and A, and N commute. For f E IF, 
f #O, A, + fN is similar to A. Therefore 5 (A) contains all of the line 
{ A0 + fN: f E IF} except possibly A,, and this line is a closed set, so if F (A) 
were closed, A0 would be an element of S (A). But A,, being semisimple, is 
not similar to A, and thus S (A) is not closed, which finishes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. If f( ) x is a polynomial over 6 with distinct roofs, then the 
irreducible components of ?r(f(x)) are the sets S(A) where AE~ and 
mini,(x) divides f(x). 
Proof. If mini,(x) divides f(x), th en all the roots of min],( x) are distinct, 
so A is semisimple; therefore S (A) is closed by Lemma 2 and irreducible by 
Lemma 1. There are only a finite number of monk polynomials that divide 
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f(x), so { 5 (A):min(,(x) divides f(x)} is finite, and q(f(x)) is the union of 
this set, so by the uniqueness of the irreducible decomposition it must just be 
the set of irreducible components of Ir( f(x)). 
Iff(x)=(x--rJ”** (x - r&B is a polynomial over IF with rr, . . . , rk distinct 
and each a, 3 I, then the square free part off(x) is the polynomial glx I = (x - 
TJ’ ’ l (x - cd 
LEMMA 4. Zj’L:M, -+Mn is linear and nonsinguh-, fir) is u nonconstant 
polynmnial over IF, g(x) i.s the square free part of f(x), and LT( f( x)) = 
V(f(x)), then LT(g(x))=q(g(x)). 
Proof Define a decreasing sequence u%r,, %, , . . . of (not necessarily 
closed) subvarieties of A4, as follows: 021, = 7i( f(x)), and if G2L., has been 
defined, then %I is the set of A in ‘%) such that (1) A is a simple point of 
some irreducible component of ‘43, and (2) no irreducible component to 
which A belongs is smooth. Then set 9ir+, = G21 I \C!~?I~. (It will be seen 
shortly each “?Lr is actually closed, and that if A is a simple point of an 
irreducible component of a,, then it belongs to exactly one irreducible 
component of “?I/.) 
The set %I+* is defined from %!ll, entirely in terms of the geometry of 
Q, and L, is geometric isomorphism of ;M,. Therefore, if LB l = B ,, then 
L%,+ 1 = %l+,: but as L’?ll,= ‘$,, induction gives that L%, = %, for all 1. 
The set 91, = ‘1’7 f(x)) is the union of the finite set { s(A):minl.(x) 
divides f(x)]. By Lemma l(a) each s (A) is an irreducible closed subset of -- - 
‘??la, and therefore is a finite set {A,, . . . ,A,) such that S (A,), . . . , S (A,) are 
the irreducible components of %,,. Now suppose, by induction, that a., has 
for its irreducible components S (A/,), . . . , S (AJ,,> for some finite set 
{Al,,..., Alh}. For any one of these components S (AI,), the set of simple 
points is S (A,), and if i +j, then S (Al,) n S (Al,) =IzI. By Lemma 2, 
S (Al,) = S (A,) (that is, S (A,) is smooth) if and only if A, is semisimple. If A, 
is not semisimple, then the set S (A,,) is a subset of %,, so that %[ is the 
union of the set {S (A,) : A, is not semisimple and 1 Q i <h}. By Lemma l(a), 
each S(AIJ\S (A,) is a finite union of orbits, i.e. sets of the type S (B) for 
some Z3. From this it is clear that %,+ 1 = %I \al is a union of some finite 
set {S(A,+,,,),...,S(A,+,,,, )}, and so the irreducible components of %[+i 
are of the required form, which closes the induction. This argument shows 
that the process of going from G21, to ‘-Q+i can be dmcrilbed as follows: 
remove A from ‘%, if and only if A is a simple point of tiI that is not 
semisimple. 
The set Q = T( f( )) x is a finite union of sets of the foml S (A), and in 
going from 9L, to 02LI+i we remove sets of this form, Therefore there is a t 
such that SL, = at+ 1. If A E Y( Ax)), then A is semisimple if and only if 
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A E V( g(x)) [so that the roots of mm],(x) are distinct]. In going from % I to 
% ,+ r , only nonsemisimple matrices were removed; thus V( g(x)) c ‘?L,. Let -- 
9~~ have irreducible components S (C,), . . . , S C,), and suppose that some Ci 
is not semiaimple. Then Ci would be a nonsemisimple simple point of %,, 
which would therefore be removed in going from (j&t to Qt+r, contrary to 
G%t=G%,*r. Thus each C, is semisimple, so that S ( Ci) -6(c,) C V( g(x)); 
therefore V( g(x)) = %t = LQt = LY( g(x);, as was to be proven. 
In light of this last lemma, Theorem 1 can be proven by an easy 
calculation (that is left to the reader) once the following is proven. 
THEOREM 2. Zff(x)=(x-rJ. * - ( x- rk) is G. square fro3 polynmial of 
degree k ZI 2, and L: Mn+rY, is linear and mmsfngular with Lv( f(x))= 
Ir(f(x)>, then there is a root of unity, w, such that the set of roots {r,,.. .,rk} 
is closed under multiplication by a, and a nonsingular S EM,, such that L 
has one of the two f0r.w 
L(X)=oSXS -1 
L(X)=oSX’S -l* 
Proof, Dy timma 3 the irreducible components of v( f(x)) are the sets 
S(A) where min),(x) divides f(x). The map L is bijective on ‘v(f(x)); 
therefore L must permute the irreducible components of v( f(x)) among 
themselves. The sets S (r,Z), . . . , S (Q) are the only one point irreducible 
components of ‘V( f(x)), w h ence they also are permuted among each other. 
The roots of f( ) x are distinct, so at least one of them, say tr, is nonzero. For 
some r,, LS (r,Z) = S (r,Z), which implies L(r,Z)= qZ. If rr)= ri%f, then L(Z)= 
oZ, and as L is nonsingular, CJ #O. If r, is any root of f(x), then as above, 
L(r,Z)= rtZ for some root of ,f(x), but L(r,Z)=or,Z; therefore ti8=rt. This 
shows that the finite set {I-~,..., rk} is closed under multiplication by o; 
therefore o must be a root of unity. The set of roots of f(x) will also be 
closed under multiplication by w - ‘, and therefore it is easily checked that 
V( f(x)) is stable under the map XHO -IX. The map L can then be replaced 
by w -IL, w that it is enough to prove the theorem under the assumption 
L(Z)=Zando=l. 
The following result on rank one preservers is needed. 
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LEMMA 5 (Marcus and Moyls [2]). If K : M,-+M, is linear, and K maps 
rank one matrices to rank one matrices (so that no rank one matrix goes to 
zero), then there are non&g&r matrices S, T in M,, such thct K has one of 
thetwofmK(X)=SXTforallX~M,,orK(X)=SXtTfmallX~M,. 
To use this result the following lemma is needed. Let %I be the set of all 
matrices in iV,, of rank at most one. This set can be defined by X E $?Li f and 
only if all 2 X 2 subdeterminants of X are zero; thus %I is a closed subset of 
4. Let 9 be the set of matrices of the form aQ where a E IF, u #O, and Q is 
a rank one projection (i.e. Q”= Q). 
LEMMA 6. ‘G? is a dense subset of CR1 ; thus if K 3’ c 9, then K 9 1 c 
$L1, for any linear K: M,+M,,. 
Proof. If N E ‘?j& and N B 9, then either N = 0 or N is a rank one 
nilpotent. If N =0, let Q be any rank one projection; if N is a rank 
one nilpotent, then (viewing matrices as linear operaltors) let Q be any rank 
one projection with the same range as N. Then for any t E IF, t #O, tP + N is 
in q[for (tP+Nj2= t( tP + N) # 0, as is easy to check]. Therefore 9 contains 
all of the closed set { tP+ N: t E IF} except N, and therefore N E ??’ ; but as N 
was an arbitrary element of 3, \ 9, thiis shows 9 to be dense in 9L,. That 
KT C?j’ implies K$c$ is a trivial fact about continuous functions on 
topological spaces. 
To compute the dimensions of the varieties 5 (A), recall the formula of 
Frobenius for the dimension of C(A). If A has elementary divisors 
gl(x),. . . ,gl(x), then dim C(A) =Zdeg(gcd( g,(x),g,(r))), ,where the sum is 
taken over all pairs (i,i) with 1 <i, i < 2 (see [A). If f(x) is as in Theorem 2 
and A E Y( f(x)), then th e e ementary 1 divisors of A must all be linear and 
divisors off(x), and therefore of the fomj (x - r,), n, times; (x - r2), n2 times; 
. (x - rk), nk times, where n, + n2 + * * - + nk = n and some of the n,‘s may . . . 
be zero. So the Frobenius formula gives dimC(A) =Z’,,,(~Z~)~. 
For the rest of the proof P,, will be some fixed rank one projection and 
for each pair (i,i) with 1 <i,i <k and i+i, A,, = r,P,-t $I- PO) =(r, - r,)P,+ 
r+. Then A,, has elementary divisors x -r, and x-r,, n- 1 times. From the 
above, dim C(A,5) = (n - 1)2 + 1. Conversely, if A E q-( f( x)) and dim C(A) = (,n 
- 1)2 + 1, then A must have elementary divisors x - r, and x - rI, n - 1 times, 
for some rr,ri. Thus S (A) = s (A,$ By Lemma l(c) the dimension of C(A) 
determines the dimension of 5 (A); this together with Lemma 3 shows 
{S (A,/) : i #i} to be the set of irreducible components of ‘I’( f(x)) that have 
codimension (n - 1)2 + 1 in M,. L must then permute these irreducible 
components among themselves. 
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In par-tic&r Ls (A,,) = 5 (A,) f or some i, i, i #i_ Let P be a.ny rank one 
projection. Then rlP+ r,(Z- P) is in s (A,,). Therefore L(r,P+ r2(Z-- P)) is in 
S (A,,), and so for some rank one projection Q>L(r, Y+ r,(Z- P)) = r,Q+ $I 
- Q). Using L(Z) = Z solve, for L(P) to get 
L(P)=aQ+bZ, 
where 
are elements of IF that do not depend on P and Q. 
Define a new linear map K : M,+M,, by 
K(X)=L(X)-btr(X)Z; 
&en as tr (P) = J for any rank one projection P, the above calculation shows 
K(P)=L(P)-btr(P)Z 
=aQ+bZ-bZ=aQ, 
where Q is a rank one projection. ‘The map K is line;u, so that K(cP) = cK(P) 
for all c E IF; therefore, in the notation of Lemma 6, this shlkws K 9 c 9, and 
sobythatlemmaK~~~.IfK(X)=O,thenL(X)=btr(R)Z,sothatXisa 
scalar multiple of 1. Thus K sends no rank one matrix to zero, and sends rank 
one matrices to rank one matrices. Lemma 5 then gives the form of K as 
K(X) = SXT or K(X) = SX ‘T for some nonsingular S, T E M,. If K has the 
latter form, then by replacing L with the map XH Z,(X)’ it can be assumed 
that K(X) = SXT, and therefore 
L(X)= SXT+ btr(X)Z. 
Putting Z,(Z) = I into this gives ST = (1 - nb)Z. But !j and T are nonsingular; 
thus 1- nb#O and T=(l- nb)S - ‘, and therefore 
L(X)=aSXS-‘+btr(X)Z, 
where CE = 1 - nb. To finish the proof it is enough to show b =0, for then 
L(Z)=Z implies a=l. The set ?r(f( x )) is stable under L if and only if it is 
stable under the map XHS - 'L( X)S. Therefore, in finding a and b it may be 
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assumed that 
L(X)=aX+btr(X)I. (1) 
Assume, toward a contradiction, that b#O. Then it will be shown this 
implies both a and b are roots of unity. If A,, = (r, - r,)P,+ r,I as above, then 
L(A,j) (5 S (A,,) f or some s, t. Putting this into (1) and recalling tr(P,) = I gives 
=a(r,-+‘,+(ur,+ b(r,- r,)+nbr,)I. (2) 
If n > 3, then for this to be in S (A,,) it must be that a(r, - rJ = rs - r, and 
art + b(ri - ri) + nbr, = rt. [If the case n =2 were being considered, I - PO 
would also be a rank one projection, so it could only he concluded that 
a(q-q)= +(rs - rJ and q + b(r, - 5) + nbq E { rs, r,}.] In all cases this shows 
the finite set (5 - ‘; : i #I, 1< i, i <k} to be closed under multiplication by 
a = 1 - nb # 0; thus u must be a root of unity. 
The calculation (2) also shows that if rt, r, are roots Iof f(x), then since 
a+nb=l, so is 
r s = urI + b( r, - r,) + nbr,, 
=br,+(u+nb-b)r,, 
=bri+(l-b)rI. 
Now 
b(ri - 5) =bq+(l-b)rI-[bq-(l-b)rl:l 
Therefore the set {r, - 7 : 1 Q i, i G k} is closed under multiplication by b, and 
b is assumed nonzero so it must be a root of unity. [If n = 2, then it might be 
that b( rt - rr) = rt - rr, which c:early does not hurt the argument.] 
If the field IF were the field of complex numbers, then 1 al = 1 bl = 1, as 
a, b are roots of unity. From nb = 1 - a, this gives n = n] bl = 11 - al Q 2, with 
ecprality if and only if u = - 1, b = 1, n =2, which leads to the exceptional 
cases for n = 2 listed in the remarks after Theorem I, and this shows these to 
be the only exceptions when n- -2. For n>3, the conclusion n=]l-ai<2 
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gives the contradiction that forces !, =I) to finish the proof. That the field 
was assumed to be the complex numbers in this hst step was not important, 
for every algebraically closed field of characteriseic zero is isomorphic to a 
field R [i], where R is a real closed field and i2 = - 1. The order on R defines 
an absolute value on R [i] in the usual way, and this absolute value makes the 
above proof work. 
REMARKS ON THE CASE WHERE THE CHARACTERISTIC IS PRIME 
If the characteristic of F is p > 0, then alI of the above proof goes through 
except the proof that b =O. Therefore in this case it is only possible to 
conclude Z,(X) = 9SXS -‘+ btr(X)Z or L(X)=aSX%-r+btr(X)Z, where 
both a and b are roots of unity. As an example where b#O, let 9 = p”, LY 2 1, 
f((x)=XQ-X[so that th e roots of f(x) form a finite field]. u and b are roots 
off(x), so that a+nb#O. Then L:M,+M, given by L(X)=uX+btr(X)Z is 
linear and nonsingular, and Lv( f(r)) = ‘t’( f( x)). 
Z wish to thank Professor William Watkins fm several helpful conversu- 
tions, for u preprint of the paper [5] , and for correcting an error in the first 
version of this paper. 
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